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P R O C E E D I N G S 

            
RICHARD BUSH:  Ladies and gentleman, why don’t we get 

started?  We have a busy morning. Thank you for coming out today.  I think the 
topic this morning is a very important one, and it has implications for many of the 
other issues that we talked about yesterday. 

 
            While I have the floor and because the start yesterday was a little 
bit complicated, I want to take this opportunity to thank a couple of folks.  First of 
all is my staff for all the hard work they’ve put into this.  Second is our 
Communications Department who provided excellent support.  Most of all, I’d 
like to thank Arthur Ding of IIR for his outstanding cooperation with us in putting 
this whole program together.  This was a big burden on his shoulders, and Arthur 
carried it very well. 
 
            So, with that, I’d like to turn the Chair over to Daniel to chair this 
morning’s session.  Thank you. 
 
            DANIEL LIU:  Thank you much. Now we start this morning’s 
session.  First of all, I would like to take this opportunity to express my greatest 
gratitude to IIR and Brookings for inviting me to this annual conference. 
 
            My name is Daniel Liu.  I’m from the Chung-Hua Institute for 
Economic Research, which is an economic think tank of the Taiwanese 
government. 
 
            For this morning, we will shift our focus to the economic side.  It 
is well known that China has emerged as a world economic power, a new 
economic powerhouse in the world.  In terms of the total GDP in the year 2008, 
China has overtaken Germany as the world’s third largest economic power, 
behind only the U.S. and Japan. 
 
            In particular, as we know, after the financial crisis, China’s role 
became more important.  This is because before the financial crisis most of the 
attention regarding the Chinese economy has been paid to the focus on the 
competitiveness of China, but after the crisis we were starting to look at the active 
role that China can play in the future.  For example, given the recession of the 
world economy, how could China manage its economic influence to stabilize the 
world economy?  This is the main focus of this morning’s session. 
 
            For this morning, we have three distinguished speakers.  The first 
one is from Taiwan.  He is Professor Yih-Chyi Chuang.  Right now, he’s a 
professor in the Department of Economics in the National Chengchi University in 
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Taiwan.  He received his bachelor’s degree in economics from the National 
Taiwan University, a master’s degree from the National Tsing-hua University and 
a Ph.D. in economics from the University of Chicago.  His current interests are 
mainly focused on economic growth, trade and labor markets. 
 
            And the second speaker of this morning is Albert Keidel.  He is a 
professor of economics specializing in East Asia, with a focus on Mainland 
China.  He currently teaches a graduate course on China’s economy at 
Georgetown University.  He received his bachelor’s degree in international affairs 
from Princeton University and a Ph.D. in economics from Harvard University. 
 
            Today’s third speaker is Gene Ma.  He is Associate Managing 
Director at ISI for China research.  He was born in Shanghai.  He graduated from 
Beijing University and received his master’s degree from Cornell University in 
1998. 
 
           Now that I have introduced today’s three speakers, we have to start 
this morning’s presentation.  We first invite Professor Yih-Chyi Chuang.  Each 
speaker has 10 minutes for presentations. Thank you. 
           

YIH-CHYI CHUANG:  Good morning, distinguished guests, 
ladies and gentlemen.  It’s my great honor to attend this special conference at the 
Brookings Institution. The title of my talk today is “The Rise of China and Its 
Implications for the World Economy.”  My talk will actually cover three parts.  
The first one is to discuss the phenomenon of the rise of China, and then the 
second part is the challenges confronting the Chinese economy. Finally, the last 
part is the implications for the world economy, especially from the global 
financial crisis perspective.  And then, I will conclude my talk. Since the time is 
limited I will briefly discuss the first two parts and then mainly focus on the third 
part. 

 
            The phenomenon of the rise of China actually can be categorized 
into several aspects.  The first one is that for the past three decades, starting from 
1978, the rapid economic growth of the Chinese economy had an average annual 
growth rate somewhere around 11 percent.  Now China has developed a large and 
highly open economy.  The recent statistics show that it ranks about third in the 
world economy in terms of GDP.  If I measured by PPP, it would be the second 
largest economy in the world. 
 
            The degree of openness is measured by the share of total trade as 
to GDP, for the share of trade in the Chinese economy actually surged from about 
less than 10 percent to 67 percent for the past 3 decades, and the share of exports 
actually reached 37 percent of its total GDP.  So it’s really not only a large size 
but also a highly open economy. 
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            The development of the Chinese economy actually can credit 
around three-quarters of its growth to the rapid accumulation of fixed capital 
formation and foreign direct investment as well.  I know that to support this high 
rate of fixed capital formation, a high savings rate in the Chinese economy is 
another important factor for the capital accumulation.  For the past 30 years, 
savings rates average around 37 percent of GDP.  So that high savings rate 
actually contributes a lot to the accumulation of domestic fixed capital formation. 
 
            As a result, that also reflects on its huge trade surplus and foreign 
reserves accumulated during the period.  The most recent statistics show around 
US$2 trillion in foreign exchange reserves. Of course, it’s the largest foreign 
reserve in the world. 
 
            The process of development actually reflects China’s 
industrialization into a manufacturing-based economy with information, 
communication, and technology [ICT] as the large industry.  I will show you a 
diagram later. And it also reflects the future of the development in an increasing 
share for the private sector.  Private means that it’s clear from the state-owned 
enterprises and the collective or the foreign-owned enterprises.  This share 
reached somewhere around 20 percent. 
 
            Of course, the development of economic growth is also reflected in 
the increasing living standards by per capita income, and of course reduction in 
poverty is also considered a significant result from economic development. 
 

  The export share or output share of the high-tech industries 
actually doubled since 1995, when it was about 7.5 percent.  Now it actually 
increased to 14 percent, which is about double the size of this high-tech industry. 
And, the export share of the high-tech industry also increased from less than 20 
percent to 30 percent starting from year 2000 to year 2005.  So, a significant 
improvement in the structure of the high-tech industry is in the manufacturing 
sectors. 

 
            However, that particular high-tech industry actually was founded 
by foreign-owned enterprises.  The share of foreign-owned enterprises in these 
particular high-tech industries, the ICT industry, increased in 1985.  It jumped 
from less than 45 percent to 74 percent.  So, currently, over 70 percent of the ICT 
industry is actually owned by foreign enterprises.  That is also an important key 
feature of the Chinese economy. Due to this investment from foreign advanced 
countries’ enterprises, it brings in the technology for improvement of the Chinese 
economy. 
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            Looking at the composition of exports, we can see that there has 
been a significant change. Industrial products made up just around 50 percent in 
the 1980s, and that number jumped to 95 percent. Also, the composition of 
manufacture exports in the eighties mainly was textile products, about 44 
percent.  However, in 2007 the share of machinery and transport equipment 
products has become the leading products or industries in manufacturing.  That 
share has increased to 50 percent. 
 
            Here, I’ll show you the share of the ICT industries as a percentage 
of GDP.  In the mid-eighties, it was less than 1 percent, but that number increased 
to 5.2 percent in the year 2007. And here is the export of ICT.  The export share 
of these ICT products also increased in the mid-1990s from less than 15 percent 
to 78 percent in the year 2007. 
 
            This also shows the significant drop of the share of state-owned 
enterprises and, on the contrary, the increasing trend of the share of private 
industries. 
 
         I would summarize into a short two sentences the reasons for the success of 
the Chinese economy.  First, the past economic reform followed by the open trade 
policies has successfully changed China toward a more oriented and a 
manufacturing-based economy, and the standard of living in China has also 
greatly improved, which substantially reduced poverty. The success of Chinese 
economic reform is mainly due to institutional change from a centrally planned 
economy to a market-oriented socialist economy which provides the right 
incentive system for the private sector with the adoption of competitive 
advantages development strategies, allowing for the full play of China’s abundant 
surplus levers. I know it’s a quite different perspective on the development of the 
Chinese economy, but I believe most of the economists agreed on this basic 
reason for the success of the Chinese economy, mainly due to this institutional 
change. 
 
            Now for the challenges confronting the Chinese economy, which 
can be summarized into the following:  Law and labor productivity. Looking at 
the profit margin or the labor productivity of the Chinese economy, you can see 
that labor productivity remained very low and injected state-owned enterprises 
and a banking system. 
 

Although the share of state-owned enterprises is declining, in 
terms of employment share state-owned enterprises still play a very important role 
in the Chinese economy and also provide some social security properties for the 
Chinese economy.  Therefore, state-owned enterprises actually are a huge sector 
to look at, but, as you can see, state-owned enterprises usually encounter 
efficiency problems. 
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            Also, the banking system has so-called soft budget constraints in 
order to finance inefficient state-owned enterprises.  They usually are forced to 
carry nonperforming loans. 
 
            And thirdly is the erosion of government revenues and an increase 
in the government budget deficits.  Since the fiscal reform in 1994, the majority 
of the government revenues went to the central government, and the declining 
share of these government revenues for the local governments becomes a 
significant problem because a lot of the expenditures have to be provided by the 
government, the local government.  For example, education, health care and also 
some social insurance, these all need to be paid for by the local government.  
Therefore, the local government has to rely on some extra off-the-budget 
revenues, and that also creates problems because it becomes a hotbed for 
corruption and bribery.  Also, the local government cannot issue bonds to finance 
its expenditure, and that becomes a significant problem for the development of 
infrastructure, for example, for the local cities or urban areas. 
 
            Fourth, and I believe the most important factor, is the widening of 
rural-urban inequality and the mass floating population from rural to urban areas.  
Although we saw that the average annual income or the per capita income 
improved significantly for the past three decades, if you look at the rural and 
urban wage inequality or if you look at the coastal area compared to the western 
area, then you will find a significant difference.  Because of adopting these 
strategies of open trade policies, a lot of resources have been focused on the urban 
areas. 
 
            The other problem is lack of social security in general and the 
health care system in particular, and also the degradation of the environment in 
the Chinese economy.  Now 16 out of the world’s top 20 most polluted cities are 
in China.  So you can see how significant are the environment issues encountered 
by the Chinese economy. 
 
            Since time is limited, I will jump quickly to the implications for 
the global economy.  China’s participation and integration into the world 
economy are shown by the size or the openness of the Chinese economy.  Now 
China is considered an economy that plays an important role in the world arena.  
Therefore, the Chinese economy is actually well integrated into the world 
economy. 
 
            In terms of international division of labor and production 
networking, machinery and transport equipment is the leading sector in both 
China’s exports and imports with the corresponding shares of 47 and 43 percent, 
respectively.  Moreover, 74 percent are imported from Asia, and 45 percent are 
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exported to Asia.  So this vigorous industry trade in machinery and transport 
equipment implies an international division of labor among Asian economies and 
an important role played by China as the world factory. So the rise of China 
promotes the international division of labor and global production networking, 
and facilitates the process of regional economic integration in Asia. 
 
            The third implication for the global economy is the China price 
factor.  China’s competitive advantage in unskilled labor and mass production in 
labor-intensive products as a world factory implies a wage constraint for unskilled 
laborers employed in western industries.  Further, it puts downward pressure on 
wages and thereby increases the unemployment rate in the West.  However, the 
China price provides cheap manufactured consumer goods to advanced countries 
and thereby supports mass consumption in the domestic market and also helps to 
reduce the pressure on inflation. Of course, the rapid growth of the Chinese 
economy also increased the demand for raw materials and energy resources such 
as oil, gas, coal, iron and steel, which in turn jack up the prices of these natural 
resources.  Moreover, in order to secure its energy and natural resource inputs, 
China has started to acquire them through foreign investment, which is likely to 
increase its political influence in the world economy. 
 
            The fourth implication is a shift from world factory to a 
consumption market.  As China develops and the purchasing power of its 
economy increases, and with its accession to the WTO, China has the potential 
capacity to transform its economy from a world factory to a consumption market.  
This change will benefit the region by strengthening the regional production 
networking on one hand and increasing the intra-regional trade on the other hand.  
Both definitely not only stabilize Asian regional development but also reduce 
possible damages generated by external shocks such as the current financial crisis. 
 
            The recent global financial crisis, started in the third quarter of 
2008, has gradually transmitted to the global real economy sector.  As a result of 
sluggish world demand of the merchandise trade due to the credit crunch and the 
shrinking of personal wealth, export-oriented Asian economies suffered a serious 
hit.  In January 2009, China’s exports dropped by 17.5 percent, the largest decline 
since 1994. 
 
            The devaluation game is not a proper policy at the moment as the 
decline in exports was mainly caused by the income effect of sluggish external 
demand, not the price per se.  The proper policy should be collectively to increase 
the domestic consumption of Asian economies as a whole to stimulate domestic 
demand instead of exports.  For Asia to be self-sustainable, the export-oriented 
strategy adopted by most Asian economies needs to switch focus more on the 
serving of the intra-regional markets, especially the consumption market. 
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            It is time to change the twisted structure of the West being engaged 
in excess consumption while Asian economies continuously produce and supply 
cheap products to the West and save their earnings from exports as foreign 
reserves to finance the West’s borrowing. It becomes a vicious cycle for the world 
economy.  Incidentally, the global financial crisis actually provides a precious 
opportunity to change China from world factory to consumption market, which is 
beneficial to the Asian economy and the formation of Asian regional integration. 
 
            However, since 2001, China’s consumption rate, the expenditure 
of the financial consumption, has remained below 60 percent, far less than the 
world average of 75 percent in the same period.  The growth of the domestic 
financial consumption is also less than that of fixed capital investment as a share 
of GDP. 
 
            Moreover, the labor income share has persistently declined since 
the 1990s from 68 percent to 58 percent in 2004, reflecting that the fruits of 
economic growth did not trickle down to the majority of the working class.  In 
this regard, increasing labor income, especially income in rural areas, and 
providing a better social safety net such as social insurance, health care and 
compulsory education, are crucial for reducing high savings rates and stimulating 
domestic financial consumption. 
 
            The fifth implication is the need to transform China into an R&D 
and innovation center.  As we can see, in the year 2005, foreign-funded 
enterprises alone, with their approximately one-fifth share of the industry in 
China, accounted for 58 percent of China’s exports, reflecting the use of cheap 
Chinese labor in production by the Western firms.  The non-domestic enterprises 
account for approximately one third of Chinese industrial output, and the goods 
made in China are mostly labor-intensive and low value-added products.  For 
example, we can see that Barbie dolls sell for only $1 at the export price for 
China, but it sells for $9.99 in the United States.  You can see how low are the 
profit margins for the Chinese products. 
 
            So for the upgrading of the sustainability of China’s technology 
and increasing its value-added production, an important step for China at the 
current stage is to engage in more consumption activity and eventually turn China 
from a world factory to an innovation center. 
 
            And, finally, the last implication of the paper is to develop 
Shanghai as a financial center and the RMB, the Chinese currency, as a world 
currency.  In order for China to exercise and mobilize capital in the credit markets 
for its own long-term development, Shanghai has to develop as a regional and 
global financial center.  However, at the moment, the employment share of the 
financial sector in Shanghai is less than 3 percent, far away from 10 percent in the 
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case of the most global financial centers such as New York and London.  
Therefore, there is still a long way to go for Shanghai to develop as a regional as 
well as a global financial center. 
 
            However, since 2000, the huge China trade surplus with advanced 
countries, especially with the United States, has triggered pressure for the 
appreciation of the Chinese currency, the RMB.  Nevertheless, the major 
neighboring economies in Asia all enjoy trade surpluses with China.  Given that 
China has liberalized its capital accounts and the RMB is likely to play an 
increasingly important role in the world economy, all as part of an Asian currency 
unit, the current global financial crisis actually helped to reinforce the possibility. 
 
            Given the size of the Chinese economy and the stable economic 
growth and its closer industrial and trade relationships with the neighboring Asian 
economies, the RMB has the potential to become the key currency of the region.  
Moreover, for the stability of Asian regional development, Asia should consider 
forming an Asian common currency area with RMB and Japanese yen as the 
anchoring currencies.  However, at the moment, RMB is not a convertible 
international currency and the degree of openness for RMB under capital 
accounts is also imperfect.  Thus, without further openings in the financial 
market, acceptance of the RMB as the regional key currency will be limited. 
 

Notice also that one of the advantages of RMB being an 
international currency is that it will allow China to have trade deficits which, to a 
certain extent, is conducive for China to be a world consumption market. 

 
            So, in conclusion, since time is limited, I will conclude that the rise 
of China has a crucial implication not only for Asia but also for the world 
economy as a whole, and we have seen these implications that I have mentioned.  
It may take time to accomplish, but the trend is foreseeable.And that concludes 
my presentation.  Thank you. 
          

(Applause) 
 
DR. LIU:  Thank you, Professor Chuang, for your presentation. 

Now we invite Albert Keidel for his presentation. 
 

 
            ALBERT KEIDEL:  Thank you very much, Daniel, and my thanks 
to the Brookings Institution and National Chengchi University for this 
opportunity. My topic this morning is composed first of the global crisis and, 
second, China’s response to the global crisis.  Since I’ve been given a short leash, 
I’m going to run quickly through the content of my remarks and then come back 
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to touch on a few points, and hopefully we can go into other issues in the question 
session. 
 
            My paper first presents data on the cause of the crisis, arguing that 
it was the collapse of what had been a slow-building American consumption glut 
bubble, not a Chinese-generated savings glut bubble.  That’s the nub of the 
dispute. 
 
            The U.S. demand bubble then induced global imbalances, 
including China’s trade imbalances and its large increases in reserves or what 
seemed to be large increases in reserves.  Compared to China’s money supply, 
they are actually not that large.  China’s crisis response, therefore, should be to 
adjust to this bubble’s collapse, especially its trade implications. 
 
            The paper then presents how the crisis unfolded in China and, 
there, the crisis really has had three parts.  China’s pre-crisis real estate market 
collapsed.  Second, China had a pre-crisis closure of export factories on the South 
China coast that also predated September of last year and, more recently, and by 
that I mean this quarter, we’re finally seeing the collapse in exports for China.  
That hadn’t happened until very recently.  The data that came out Monday were 
quite a jolt. 
 
            Now China’s domestic response has been a large spending 
program, which I think promises eventual high-single-digit GDP growth recovery, 
but it could also bring some post-recovery inflation with some implications for 
China’s real exchange appreciation and potentially continued deterioration in its 
trade surplus.  That’s the domestic response. 
 
            The international response has been multifaceted.  China has been 
cooperating with the international effort to limit protectionism, to boost stimulus 
around the world, but on the other hand it has also been criticizing the United 
States for mismanaging its responsibility to expand the world supply of dollar-
denominated international reserves in a prudent way, and that’s been the core of 
quite a discussion that also has had some policy implications for China RMB use. 
 
            Finally, I want to mention the long-term response.  If China comes 
through this crisis in a healthy fashion and recovers to, say, 8.5 percent growth, 
which would be modest compared to the pre-crisis rates -- which, by the way, 
were also overstimulated from trade -- then it’s pretty clear that it can overtake 
the U.S. economy by about 2030. 
 
            If it stumbles badly, however, in the crisis and comes out with a 
long-term growth capacity that’s crippled, other predictions that put it at about 
half the size of the U.S. economy in 2030 will be more likely. 
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            All right.  I don’t know who turned the lights on because I’m just 
about to use my slides. Oh, thank you. 
 
            It’s important to understand the crisis in China because that helps 
us evaluate China’s response.  Depending on what we think happened in the 
crisis, we will come away with a different idea of whether China’s response has 
been adequate or not, and there are two possibilities. 
 
            The first says that China needs to undo its savings glut, and I think 
we’ve already heard mention of this formula this morning -- that there was a 
supply-driven pre-crisis mode of operation in China that, so it goes, flooded the 
United States with liquidity, that brought interest rates down, and this recycled 
Chinese liquidity then kept U.S. interest rates low and promoted all kinds of 
mortgage and consumer borrowing.  Some mainstream analysts say that this is 
actually one of the necessary causes of the crisis: if China hadn’t been recycling 
its liquidity, we would not have had the crisis. Not the only thing, but a necessary 
part. 
 
            An Asian sort of savings glut idea was first promoted by then 
Governor Ben Bernanke in 2005.  I’ve taken a careful look, though.  He has not 
repeated this in any of his recent speeches.  Instead, he has talked about the 
collapse of what had been an extremely overstimulated liquidity expansion in the 
United States from deregulation and really what borders on malfeasance in the 
financial sector and its regulatory bodies in the United States.  So he has changed 
quite a bit his description of what caused the crisis. 
 
            Now, if this theory is right, and here we get to the evaluation of the 
Chinese response, then China needs to focus heavily on pumping up domestic 
consumer demand, revaluing the RMB and backing away from what is made out 
to be a centrally planned export-led growth strategy. 
 
            Now, a second quite different response on China’s part would 
come from a different evaluation of the crisis.  Stephen Roach of Morgan Stanley, 
he’s the Chairman of their Asian operations, has called the crisis the result of an 
American-driven pre-crisis consumption glut.  According to this scenario, U.S. 
liquidity expansion, financed really because of the leveraging made possible by 
deregulation of the U.S. financial system, flooded the world with buying power 
that spread to a whole range of trade partners of the United States, not just China. 
 
            My analysis in some papers that I’ve referred to in my paper for 
this Brookings presentation has argued that, in fact, this amounted to the United 
States exporting its inflationary pressure to other countries including to China and 
that when China then tried to control that inflationary pressure it had to tighten, 
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and that tightened its imports which then exacerbated or created for the first time 
its trade surplus. 
 
            Now, if this view is correct, China doesn’t need to dramatically 
change its development strategy.  It needs to migrate it in the direction of what 
President Hu Jintao is calling scientific development to focus on more than just 
growth, but it doesn’t need to ratchet back and completely reengineer its 
development strategy, rather make it more appropriate for the little more 
advanced stage of development that it now finds itself in. 
 
            So these are the two different views.  Which is correct? This is 
where I want to go look at some data.  This is the U.S. current account surplus or 
deficit going back to 1960, and, as you see, until you get the savings and loan 
crisis in the 1980s it was sort of up and down. 
 
            This is the surplus in the rest of the world, and in this case it was 
mostly Japan and South Korea, but the U.S. had quite a large deficit until it all 
collapsed in the savings and loan crisis. Here, we have again building in the 1990s 
a U.S. deficit and a global surplus on the part of trading partners. 
 
            This is China’s global trade surplus.  The bulk of my argument 
today will be that this appeared very late.  This isn’t the bilateral trade surplus 
with the United States.  It’s China’s global surplus which is the one that’s 
responsible for the accumulation of its reserves.  It really doesn’t get going until 
2005, and it doesn’t really reach a very high level until 2006 and 2007. 
 
            Going along with this, here, we’re zooming in a little bit just from 
1980, not 1960.  There’s the S&L crisis.  You see here the growth of U.S. 
consumer debt, and this corresponds to the deregulation of investment banks, in 
particular the weakening of Glass-Steagall and then the repeal of Glass-Steagall 
here in the late 1990s and the passage of the U.S. banking law in 2000, and then 
here relaxation of some of the leverage requirements on those banks. 
 
            Again, this is the deficit.  It tracks pretty well in terms of timing 
the creation of liquidity and credit.  This is the deficit.  China really doesn’t 
appear on the scene until later here, 2005, 2006. 
 
            This is the U.S. housing market price, and, as you can see, it surges 
in the late 1990s, really takes off in 2002, 2003, 2004.  I’ll ask you to remember 
those years.  I don’t have time to show you all the data, but if you look at interest 
rate, mortgage rates, they’re quite low in this period before climbing to a higher 
level here as the Fed began to tighten in 2004 and 2005.  But the growth in 
housing prices, the surge, the bubble, if you will, all happens in here from the late 
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nineties until about 2004 and levels off in 2005 if you look at the quarterly data 
and then begins to drop in 2006 rather dramatically. 
 
            Where is this surplus going if it’s not going to China?  Well, 
you’ve got early on non-Mainland China, East Asia. You have Northern Europe.  
It’s very interesting.  There’s a tight group of countries in Northern Europe that 
have strong banking regulations -- Germany, the Netherlands, Austria, 
Switzerland, Sweden, Denmark -- who all have quite significant current account 
surpluses. 
 
            And so, if you look at those, the Northern Europe surpluses and 
then, of course, beginning in the early 2000s the oil exporting surpluses, we move 
to add those up.  Here are the non-China Mainland surpluses.  This is the U.S. 
deficit.  Here is China again arriving late on the scene.  So the timing of the 
different surpluses and deficits don’t appear to give China a very strong role in 
explaining the U.S. deficit and, by analogy also, then the growth of the housing 
price bubble in the previous diagram.  There it is. 
 
            So you would expect we can test hypotheses, which is what 
economists do.  Can we reject a hypothesis that there was a spending glut on the 
United States?  We really can’t reject it because we’re seeing surpluses all around 
the world that correspond to the U.S. deficit.  We don’t see it in China until we 
get to about 2005 and then, as I said, a little higher, 2006. 
 
            If we want to ask, did China cause all of the liquidity that appeared 
in the United States economy in here, we really have to stretch and say that the 
liquidity in the early 2000s was somehow caused by China’s trade surplus later in 
the decade, and that’s a tricky formula to work out.  I’ve never seen it done. 
 
            All right.  So that is the part of my presentation that says what 
happened in the crisis and what was China’s responsibility. 
 
            The conclusion is that China’s response needs to be to adjust to 
this trade surplus which was really in a sense thrust on it by the surge in U.S. 
spending power in the 2000s. 
           

When the crisis came to China, and I have already mentioned this, 
it’s a three-part crisis.  China began to upgrade its factories in South China in 
early 2007, and it began to close them a lot.  The governor complained to Wen 
Jiabao, and there was some relaxation. 

 
            But in the heart of the crisis, in December of 2008, the State 
Council passed the final version of this restructuring program for the Pearl River 
Delta as a pilot program for all of China, so that we see one explanation for some 
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of the layoffs in South China is not, although it certainly was important, not only 
the hit from the drop in exports but also from a proactive sort of sunset policy to 
clean up polluting and inefficient plants on the South China coast.  If anything, 
the crisis mentality made it easier for the government to implement this otherwise 
rather politically difficult program. 
 
            The second is what China experienced, because of its inflationary 
surges beginning in 2003, 2004, when it had to over-invest in reaction to the 
SARS crisis.  China’s effort to control that inflation were never really effective, 
and the money supply growth that it sterilized made the problem more and more 
difficult until finally they really slammed on the brakes, shifted to a tightening 
stance in December of 2007 and held that tightening stance too long, really past 
the Olympics, and crippled their domestic real estate and also consumer durables 
markets.  Really, demand fell out then for steel, a lot of construction materials, 
and, again, this all predated the collapse of Lehman Brothers on September 15th, 
2008. 
 
            And, finally, which is 915 in Mainland parlance, finally, the trade 
collapse hit.  But China imports a lot of the products that it exports.  So both 
exports and imports collapsed in the fourth quarter of the crisis, and to a certain 
degree that continued in the first quarter of this year.  It’s not the case in this 
quarter, and I’ll show you in a minute how that looks. 
 
            The impact on China’s growth, we don’t have.  Tomorrow night, 
we’ll see the second quarter results put out by the Statistical Bureau.  So, through 
the first quarter, these are the annual results year-on-year:  13 percent growth in 
2007 dropped to 9 percent in 2008. 
 
            As you look at it quarterly year-on-year, you see a really steep 
descent on a quarterly basis.  A great deal of this predates the crisis.  Only here 
then, this is the third quarter, and this is the fourth quarter and the first quarter of 
this year.  So China was in some difficulty, and then it got slammed by the 
international crisis. 
 
            Try to measure it quarter-on-quarter.  It gets messy because the 
seasonality in China is changing, and the Chinese have just published their own 
version of seasonally-adjusted GDP growth, quarter-on-quarter, that has a similar 
pattern to this one.  It’s really an art form because, as I said, the seasonality is 
changing so quickly that we don’t really have a good grasp of it. 
 
           I want to mention what I’m worried about for this year.  I’m not 
worried in the long term.  I think the stimulus program that China has introduced, 
which was its domestic response, is really quite large.  Their banks are healthy 
and liquid and, unlike our banks, their banks can be told to lend money.  Now 
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they’ve lent it in some ways that aren’t particularly growth-stimulating to begin 
with. But after a while, particularly in this quarter, it’s gotten to infrastructure 
spending, and we’re beginning to see pickup in real estate and other job-creating 
sectors. 
 
            But, here, the GDP growth year-on-year has declined.  We don’t 
know what it is going to be.  I have put in 6.5 percent as a possibility.  What has 
happened is the real trade surplus, though -- and this is correcting for the price of 
petroleum and other imports that have dropped -- we saw that it had really finally 
begun to come down in the first quarter of this year. 
 
            This number, minus 64 percent, is what happened in the second 
quarter to commodity trade surplus.  The commodity trade surplus is vanishing as 
of this quarter.  Because that’s a component in GDP growth, this is what has to 
happen to domestic demand.  It has to have grown by 11 percent in the second 
quarter if they’re going to get 6.5 percent. 
 
            If this, say, is only 10 percent or 9 percent, and manufacturing 
growth was only 9 percent in May, then this will be under 6 percent and may be 
close to 5 percent in reported GDP growth for this second quarter.  We’ll know 
tomorrow night when they report in Beijing Thursday morning. 
 
 
            If this happens, there can be quite a reaction in China.  I’m not sure 
how and I’m not sure whether the Statistical Bureau will report it this way or not.  
That’s another issue.  There’s been quite a controversy over how the Chinese 
manufacturing could have grown 8 or 9 percent in May if electric power output 
and use was down, and the Chinese Statistical Bureau has spent quite a bit of time 
in a new publication on their Chinese language web site yesterday, explaining 
how that works. 
 
            This then may require more stimulus, which then will be more 
inflationary.  I’m quite sure that by next year the trade surplus will not be 
declining this way.  After all, it will become balanced if it keeps going in this 
direction or get close to it.  It has to go to minus 100 percent to be balanced, and it 
could do that, particularly if the surplus is quite small. 
 
            But then I think you will see China either running a trade deficit, 
which would be excellent for concerns about protectionism in the world.  Nobody 
could point to China and say, look, China has a surplus.  But what it might mean 
domestically for Chinese politics is another question altogether. 
 
            So can China reach its 8 percent growth this year?  Hard to tell.  If 
it’s going to reach 8 percent growth, I estimate that it needs to have 13 percent 
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growth in domestic demand. That’s a tall order. So we’re looking for a rather 
slower year this year, I think, than a lot of people are saying unless domestic 
demand can really take off or unless this export collapse, export trade surplus 
collapse, moderates in the second half of the year, which is also possible. 
 

That’s the end of my presentation. I want to say that the long-term 
outlook, there is a projection, and I have one and a Harvard professor has one 
with very different results.  Showing mine, it says that if China averages about 8.5 
percent growth, it will overtake the United States growing at 3 percent by about 
2030.  Professor Cooper has a paper that shows that actually it will only get to 
about half the U.S. at 2030.  But having looked at those numbers, particularly in 
light of what China has already done since 2005 on which he and I both base our 
projections, the Chinese economy would only have to grow 5.5 percent if it’s only 
going to be half the size of the United State economy by 2030. 

 
            So how China comes out of this crisis, what its long-term response 
is has major significance in my mind for the position of the United States and how 
it manages its China relationship and, indeed, how China manages its global 
relationship. 
 
            If, after 2030, the United States is no longer the largest commercial 
power in the world, this doesn’t necessarily mean that the RMB will be the key 
currency in the world.  If China has a lot of inflation, if it doesn’t show itself able 
to manage the stability of its money supply and of its price levels, then it’s less 
attractive as a reserve currency.  One of the things that makes the U.S. dollar 
attractive is that we have a fairly good record of fighting inflation effectively over 
the long run, and I think we will maintain that record.  So we can talk about the 
RMB in the question session if you want. 
 
          I’m going to stop here.  I’ve already abused the Chair’s permission.  Thank 
you very much. 
 
            (Applause) 
 
            DR. LIU:  Thank you, Professor Keidel, for your presentation. The 
last speaker for this session is Gene Ma. 
 
            GENE MA:  Thank you. I cover China research for a company 
called ISI Group.  ISI is an investment research and brokerage firm for investors 
around the world. 
 
            Early this year, when I talked to investors, the number one 
question was always the same:  Is China’s recovery real?  Because back then you 
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saw the GDP growth was 6.1.  However, the growth rate of electricity production 
was negative 4 percent.  There was a 10-percentage-point gap. 
 
            So, after we saw the data in April and May – and very soon we’ll 
see the data for Q2 in June – everybody agreed the recovery is real.  You look at 
auto sales, home sales, PMI surveys, commodity imports, even electricity growth 
has rebounded from negative 4 in Q1 to close to 4 percent, that’s positive 4 
percentage points, in June.  So people all agree the recovery is real. 
 
            Then people push on to the next question:  Is this sustainable?  
Well, in my view, it is sustainable.  If I have time, I’ll explain why. 
 
            Then people move on to a third question:  What’s the magic?  
What’s the catch, because the whole thing seems too good to be true?  If you look 
at the data that came out from China, it’s almost like a fairytale. I will spend the 
rest of the 10 minutes of my time to explain the third question:  What helped 
China recover so quickly? 
 
           I think over the course of this year you will see a lot of really eye-
catching headlines in newspapers.  But at the latest, next year, you will see 
newspaper headlines that they are trying to overtake Japan to be the second 
largest economy and overtake Germany to be the second largest trade country. 
 
            And China will sell more cars than the U.S. can do this year.  
China will sell 12 million vehicles this year.  Of course, the data is not exactly 
applicable to airports, but this will be in newspaper headlines. You will also read 
newspaper headlines that China received 80 percent of global orders for 
shipbuilding.  China is probably the only country to increase its commodity 
imports this year. And China will increase nuclear power by five times in the next 
few years, and it will import uranium from the world.  That will ease the 
relationship with Taiwan, of course. 
 
            So these are the newspaper headlines you will see this year. 
 
            What helped China recover so quickly?  Okay, one more point, last 
year China’s GDP was probably 7 to 8 percent of global GDP.  If you assume 
China can grow by 7.5 this year, you do the multiplication.  That means you 
multiply 8 by 7.  That means China will make up about half the percentage points 
of global growth this year.  So it’s very safe to say China ought to not only lead 
the global recovery; China is also the greatest contributor to global growth this 
year, no doubt about that. 
 
            However, that is only a contribution from an accounting point of 
view.  If you want the China growth to spill over to the other countries, other 
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economies, you also need China to import a lot more, so that China’s growth can 
spill over to the global growth.  In that regard, that only happened in the upstream 
sectors, the commodities, copper from Chile, and oils.  That has not happened in 
the downstream sectors which means China’s recovery is spilling over to Brazil, 
Australia, Chile and the Mideast.  It is not spilling over to the U.S., unfortunately. 
 
            So let’s move on to the second point of my presentation of what 
helped China recover so quickly.  I have five explanations:  First, they seem to be 
lucky.  Well, luck is important, in fact.  Second is China is less export-dependent 
than many people thought.  Third, China has raised a strong balance sheet.  
Fourth, the policymakers in China made a tradeoff that has gained quick, strong 
short-term recovery by sacrificing something over the longer and the medium 
term.  And fifth is seeing how the data are collected.  So let me explain them in 
turn. 
 
           China was pretty lucky this time around.  First, their capital 
accounts are not open, so there was very little contagion from Wall Street over to 
Shanghai.  That’s great at this moment. And second, China also exports a lot of 
consumer staples.  So that is why you see the export growth rate from Japan, 
Korea, Taiwan, Germany all collapsed by 30, 40, 50 percent, and China’s export 
growth rate only dropped by 20-some percent.  That is because for Japan and 
South Korea, they mainly export capital goods and consumer-discretionary, 
expensive items.  25 percent of China’s exports are still consumer staples, making 
China gain from the Wal-Mart effect because during the global recession people 
were poorer. People stopped going to expensive stores, people go to Wal-Mart.  
So the exports of consumer staples only dropped by a couple single percentage 
points. Like toys, very little. So that’s one thing. 
 
            And a second, in my view, China is less export-dependent than 
many people thought.  A lot of people believe China is the largest surplus 
country.  During the global recession, a surplus country should get killed.  So that 
is why Germany’s GDP fell a lot more than Spain’s because Germany cannot 
export.  Basically, if one compared Germany with Spain, it’s a very like a 
comparison between China and the U.S. because Germany is basically like China 
within a year, with a trade surplus and savings. Well, if Germany’s GDP fell a lot 
more than Spain’s, shouldn’t China’s GDP fall more than the U.S.?  Why the 
difference?  The export of consumer staples is one explanation.  The other one is 
that China’s capital dependency ratio in my view was only about 16, 17 percent 
last year. 
 
           A lot of people argue that if you are looking at the export to GDP 
ratio, that’s pretty high for China.  So, if you look at exports over GDP, that was 
33 percent last year, close to 40 percent in 2005.  However, that is the wrong ratio 
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to look at because export value is a final value, but GDP is a summation of value-
added of all sectors. 
 
            What matters is the domestic content, domestic value-added over 
GDP.  In that regard, the domestic content of China’s exports is about 50 percent, 
which means for every $100 million China exports, China needs to buy $50 
million of component parts from Taiwan, Korea. Iron ores, energies.  Once you 
divide this ratio by two – so that was close to 17 percent in 2008 and close to 20 
percent back in 2005 – which means 17 percent is 1 over 6, which means without 
considering the second round impacts, China’s export dependence ratio is 
basically 1 over 6 and it’s 5 over 6 produced domestically. 
 
            If we assume China’s exports will drop by 18 percent this year, if 
you multiply 1 over 6 by 18, that’s a loss of GDP growth of 3 percentage points.  
Then the increase of domestic demand cannot completely, but partially, offset that 
loss.  So it still gives you 7.5 growth, and I’ll explain that in a moment. 
 
            The third explanation of China’s quicker recovery is simply the fact that 
China really enjoyed a fabulous balance sheet before going into the global recession.  
That’s the balance sheet for government, households, banks and companies, especially 
comparing the balance sheet in China with the counterpart in the U.S. 
 
            For government, it’s very well known that the overall debt over 
GDP ratio is only about 20 percent.  It is explicit that we are not arguing the 
contingent liabilities.  Every country has contingent liabilities.  So that is why 
Beijing can provide a huge fiscal stimulus package. 
 
           Look at households.  The total household liability is only about 15 
percent of household bank deposits, and it may be 7 or 8 percent of total 
household wealth if you include the housing as house wealth.  This is nothing.  So 
that is why the Chinese households can buy homes, buy cars, take out mortgages 
right now.  This is totally opposite of what’s happening in the U.S. right now. 
 
            So that is why auto sales went up about 48 percent year-over-year 
in June.  Home sales went up 30 percent year-over-year in June in terms of floor 
space, and it went up 50 percent year-over-year in June in terms of sales revenue.  
The sale revenue growth rate is higher than the space growth rate because people 
not only come back to buy homes; people come back to buy more expensive 
homes.  That is why the consumption growth in China can remain at 8 or 9 
percent year-over-year, and the retail growth is at 15 percent right now. 
 
            Look at the banks.  Even the bank loans just exploded in the first 
half.  Right now, the total outstanding bank loans is just about two-thirds of total 
bank deposits.  Of course, there are a lot of deposits that derived from loans right 
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now, but that’s a still ratio.  So the Chinese banks are not Northern Rock.  They 
are founded by bank deposits, not founded by interbank borrowing.  So they’re 
very solid by now. 
 
           In addition, still close to 20 percent of bank deposits are in the 
hands of the People’s Bank of China right now.  The required reserve ratio is 15 
percent.  There are another two percentage points of excess reserve ratio.  There 
are another couple of percentage points of the money deposit taken away by the 
PBOC when the PBOC sells serialization notes.  Put together, they are close to 20 
percent.  So you can imagine the central bank in Beijing can easily lower the 
required reserve ratio, winding back, unwind the serialization operation to release 
liquidity, to let banks make more loans. 
 
           In fact, right now there is no need for the PBOC to release the 
liquidity.  They are holding its hand.  What the PBOC is doing right now is 
mopping up a little bit of liquidity from the market.  They just started to issue 
one-year serialization notes after an eight-month suspension.  The reason is, 
again, the excess reserve increased by $178 billion dollars in the 2Qs.  Capital is 
flowing into China again. 
 
            In addition to the release of liquidity, PBOC is actually taking 
away some of the liquidity.  Banks are flushed with liquidity, so they can make 
loans as Mr. Keidel just mentioned.  So that is the opposite of the U.S. 
 
            Even if you look at corporate, corporate made tons of money over 
the past couple of years when the Chinese economy boomed.  In fact, they are 
doing okay.  So that all helped the quick recovery. 
 
            That is my third explanation, that a very healthy macro balance 
sheet helped recovery because there are two kinds of recessions.  There are 
cyclical recessions and balance sheet recessions.  A cyclical recession is when the 
central bank wants to fight inflation and hits the brakes so hard that it kills the 
growth.  In the U.S., it killed the housing bubble.  And a balance sheet recession 
is the case when banks cannot make loans.  Banks need to deleverage.  The U.S. 
was hit by both. 
 
            In China’s case, there is no balance sheet recession.  There is only 
a little cyclical recession from the overtightened monetary policy in early 2008 
and a little bit of a recession in trade.  That’s it. 
 
            My fourth explanation of a quicker recovery is the policy choice.  
In my view, the balance sheet Beijing can feel proud of.  The tradeoff, actually, is 
a little bit of a darker side of the recovery.  In my view, Beijing strikes a bargain.  
That is to gain quicker recovery by sacrificing in the longer term. 
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            There are two things Beijing is waiting to sacrifice for recovery.  
One is long-term productivity growth.  The other one is bank risk. People looked 
into the policy response from Korea and Japan after their financial crises.  Back in 
1998, South Korea, they didn’t save the banking companies.  So the downturn 
was very sharp and painful.  However, resources were reallocated quickly, so 
growth was pretty decent in the 10 years afterwards. Japan was the opposite.  We 
all know the story. I was also told the same comparison can be made between 
Mexico and Chile of their financial crises. 
 

In China’s case, we can compare the policy response right now to 
how Beijing handled the crisis 10 years ago.  A lot of people talk about 20 million 
jobless migrant workers.  We have to realize 10 years ago the total number of 
laid-off workers was about 20 million.  Of course, that happened over a longer 
period of time. 

 
            However, the previous administration didn’t backpedal on 
privatization.  Housing reforms started in 1999, and the bank cleanup started in 
2001.  By the way, China used the Swedish model to clean up its banks, and 
banks are making loans right now.  Then China joined the WTO in 2003, which 
helped with the undervalued RMB.  The economy just boomed for 10 years. 
 
            But I’m afraid this time around Beijing is picking the path of 
Japan, not South Korea.  So we do see a recovery, but that is a recovery with a 
huge overcapacity.  It’s a recovery without much profit. 
 
            Two good examples:  We can look at the property developers.  We 
can look at auto makers.  Auto sales went through the roof in the first half of this 
year.  However, auto makers are not making as much money as they can make 
with such an auto sales number, and the reason is we’ve simply got too many car 
makers in China. Home developers are another example.  A lot of companies 
should have just gone bankrupt last year.  Now they all stay alive.  So that will 
sacrifice long-term growth potential and productivity. 
 
          The other price Beijing is willing to pay for the recovery is bank 
risk.  We all know the bank loans just exploded.  The banks made $7.4 trillion in 
loans this year.  It’s about three times the loans made in the same period last year. 
 
            You can look at another matrix.  If you calculate the amount of 
loans made by the Chinese banking sector in the first half of this year over the 
size of GDP in the first half -- we will know the number tonight -- well, probably 
I have to double-check, but my guess is that is probably the greatest ratio in 
global economic history, the best amount of credit expansion Beijing can make 
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right now.  So that it really helped the recovery.  But half of the medium, long-
term loans went to the infrastructure sector, build-ups. 
 
           Another thing China can be proud of is that this year China will 
probably have a greater corporate bond market than Japan.  However, almost half 
of the corporate bonds were issued basically by the special purpose vehicle set up 
by the local government for infrastructure investment.  Well, if you start to build a 
bridge on top of bridges, you can imagine how high the return can be. 
 
            Right now, the banks are doing fabulously well because the yield 
curve is positive.  Banks make a profit when the yield curve is positive.  The 
interest rate margin between the lending and deposit rate is very wide.  Loans just 
exploded, and all the bad loans seemed to get written over.  So that’s why TPG 
just cashed out.  They made tons of money. But when we go into the trough of 
this credit cycle, then it’s time to see who is swimming naked, right? 
 
           In my view, risk certainly is accumulating in the bank.  Of course, 
China again gets lucky.  If the growth rate is increasing fast enough, if you have 
the denominator grow fast enough, you can absorb the bank loans in the 
numerator.  Well, if that’s not the case, you have a bank problem down the road.  
So I think there is a fair chance that Beijing will need to bail out those banks one 
more time as they did in the past 10 years. That’s the fourth explanation, simply a 
tradeoff between short-term recovery and long-term potential. 
 
            There’s a fifth explanation.  In my view, China’s recovery not only 
is real -- it’s robust, and it is V-shaped.  The fifth explanation of why the recovery 
can be a V-shape is simply how the data are compiled. 
 
            China reported GDP year-over-year instead of quarter-over-
quarter.  Back in the first quarter, the headline GDP growth rate was 6.1.  Out of 
the 6.1, 4.3 percentage points came from consumption.  If the consumption 
growth rate was close to 9 percent, and that was half of GDP.  If half the pie 
grows by 9 percent, you grow the whole pie by 4.3.  So that was okay. 
 
            Professor Keidel just mentioned that in order for China to achieve 
a high growth, China needs to grow the domestic demand by 11 percentage 
points.  Back in 1Q, the domestic part was divided equally between consumption 
and investment.  Consumption growth was only 9, and that may slow to about 8 
or even 7 later this year because of lost jobs and incomes.  If the consumption part 
slows from 9 to 8, you really need the investment chunk of the domestic demand 
to grow by close to 16 percent in order to have a weighted average growth of 7.5, 
the whole GDP. 
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            So can China grow 16 percent for its investment?  Well, back in 
the first quarter, the real growth rate of fixed capital formation was 24 percent, 
over GDP by 6 percentage points.  However, the cut in inventory was so huge that 
it cut GDP by 4 percentage points. 
 
            The inventory reduction in the U.S. cut U.S. GDP by 2.6 percent in 
1Q, and it cut European GDP by 1.7.  The inventory change on China’s GDP was 
4 percentage points in 1Q.  This is very reasonable because the whole 
manufacturing sector is only about 12 to 15 percent of U.S. GDP right now.  The 
value-added of the manufacturing sector was 44 percent of China’s GDP last 
year.  So the greater the manufacturing sector, the larger the impact on inventory 
change. 
 
            The companies in China can be surprisingly nimble.  Last 
November, we talked to a lot of steel makers in Tianjin Province, and 100 percent 
are privately owned – the top 15 largest steel makers in China, basically like a 
mafia group.  They donated one billion RMB during the earthquake in May 2008 
and really became famous. Last November, they shut down two of the three steel 
mills, cancelled all the orders, the dry dock ship orders from Japan, just let go $10 
million of deposits, took this money and shipped back and laid off everybody in 
the company above age 50.  So that’s the response a company can make in China. 
 
            That’s why the change of inventory cut is so huge.  So any 
meaningful inventory rebuilding can really push up China’s GDP number over the 
second half of this year. 
 
            Also, the final but extremely important point to understand 
Chinese data is that China’s GDP is year-over-over, not Q-over-Q.  Since it is 
year-over-year, the net of 4 percent of inventory impact can go away only after 4 
quarters, which means about 1Q 2010 that inventory will go away.  In fact in 1Q 
this year, with inventory change, the GDP was 6.1.  Without inventory change, 
the GDP was 10.1.  The inventory impact and also the fact that the GDP number 
is year-over-year also gave us basically a V-shaped GDP growth rate curve. 
 
            So that’s my five explanations for China’s recovery:  Lucky, less 
export-dependent than people thought, balance sheet, policy tradeoff and the way 
the numbers are compiled. 
 
            I won’t have time to talk about the concrete policy response.  If 
you have questions, I am happy to answer them.  Also, I apologize, I don’t have a 
PowerPoint right now, but I do have a handout.  If you are interested, send an 
email, and I can send you a PDF file. Thank you. 
 
            (Applause) 
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            MR. LIU:  Thank you for your presentation. Now we only have 
about 15 minutes left when we will open the floor to the audience.  Any questions 
or comments? Yes, please. 
 
            QUESTION:  Eric McVadon, the Institute for Foreign Policy 
Analysis. Bert, you put up with my amateur questions before, and I’m afraid I 
have another one, and maybe Professor Chuang might add in. 
 
            I remember before the economic crisis that some of my Chinese 
interlocutors would give the old criticism of ”if everyone lived the way the 
Americans do the planet couldn’t support it” and so forth.  You’ve heard the 
argument. Well, at least some people thought when the economic crisis hit that 
maybe that would mean that the West would be adjusting downward.  I notice that 
the issue was raised of changing the West from excessive consumption.  It seems 
to me that what I’m hearing mostly is, rather, changing the East to excessive 
consumption.  Am I just reading it all wrong or am I not getting the point? 
 
            DR. KEIDEL:  Well, that’s a great question, Eric. I think we don’t 
want to swing too hard either direction.  I think Gene was right in saying China 
really hasn’t had export-led growth for the last 30 years, which is defined as a 
growth rate where your own growth whips around depending on whether export 
demand goes up or down. 
 
            And it’s a question of degree.  A balanced, healthy growth always 
has a significant trade component in it.  You have exports and imports.  So I think 
what we want the world to do is to move a little more in the direction of that 
healthier pattern. So that means that the credit card liquidity from the United 
States has to dampen down, and that’s going to be somewhat painful.  And China 
may need eventually to strengthen its consumption share in GDP. 
 
            But the point that strikes me always is that if China invests, 
continues to invest a large share of its GDP, it will grow faster.  If that share stays 
fairly constant, whether it’s 40 percent or 42 or 43 percent, consumption will 
grow faster too.  We’ve in fact seen an extraordinarily rapid increase in 
consumption in China even though the share in GDP hasn’t been that large. 
 
            So I think we’re headed for a situation where the U.S. consumption 
and import excesses are going to be dampened for quite some time. 
 
            If the United States, however, continues to be able to revive a 
highly leveraged financial system so that the credit then rebuilds again, there’s a 
large body of theory built on the writings of a particular man named Minsky that 
says this will just repeat itself.  So the issue is how to govern our regulatory 
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mechanisms so we don’t get these surges in buying that then throw the world out 
of balance.  So we’re going to return to balance is the way I like to think about it. 
 
           QUESTION:  When we come out of this, will the Chinese have 
more cars than they did beforehand? 
 
            MR. KEIDEL:  Oh, yes.  The Chinese are going to continue to grow. 
 
            QUESTION:  I’m Bill Huang, Xinhua News Agency. When you 
talked about the challenges and the risks China faces, all of you did not touch the 
topic of the safety of China’s foreign reserve, the issue that many Chinese people 
are deeply concerned with now. 
 
            Just the day before yesterday, the U.S. government reported that 
the budget deficit in the United States has been totaled at more than $1 trillion 
dollars.   So what kind of challenges will this huge deficit pose to China’s 
economy and how will China respond? Thank you. 
 
            DR. KEIDEL:  I think it’s perfectly understandable for certain 
Chinese to become worried about reserves.  There was some, how shall I say, 
overly exuberant investment of a portion of China’s reserves once they were 
transferred to the Chinese Investment Corporation that lost a lot of money.  But I 
think Chinese in high positions in the State Administration of Foreign Exchange, 
in the Development Research Center and many others who analyze this picture 
acknowledge that the safest place for China’s reserves is in U.S. dollar-
denominated assets right now. 
 
            The U.S. budget deficit is the only way, in my view, for the United 
States to be able to pay back or to maintain the value of its debt going forward.  If 
we don’t recover from this crisis with robust growth so that tax revenues can 
recover and support the servicing of that debt, then you do have a problem.  So I 
think it’s premature or a little bit backward to complain about the U.S. deficit that 
will, if it works, push the American economy into a positive growth scenario that 
will allow tax revenues to make good on all of those debts.  This is what 
happened during World War II when we finally came out of the Great Depression. 
 
            I would urge a dynamic view of the U.S. deficits rather than 
wringing our hands over deficits that are probably going to make us dig a hole 
we’ll never get out of.  I think it’s the only way.  You have to put in good 
foundations and dig a hole before you build a structure, and the structure will be 
future U.S. tax revenues that will make those assets good. 
 
            MR. MA:  First, regarding these huge foreign reserves in China 
and to cast a doubt on the risk of holding these foreign reserves, especially in the 
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form of the United States debt, I think that there are actually three other 
alternatives to resolve this huge foreign reserve problem.  The first one is by 
foreign investment.  We observed that our foreign investment has been started by 
the Chinese government.  And the other is by the appreciation of the RMB to 
increase the imports and also to increase the domestic consumption of the Chinese 
economy. I believe that through these different channels it can actually diversify 
this risk of the huge foreign reserves. 
 
            DR. LIU:   The lady in the back. 
 
            QUESTION:  Allison Kaufman, CNA. This question is for 
Professor Chuang.  What are the implications for Taiwan in China’s economic 
rise? 
 
            DR. CHUANG:  That’s a very important topic.  Actually, 
yesterday, we discussed the ECFA, the economic cooperation or normalization of 
trade between Taiwan and China. 
 
            I think that at the current moment it’s very important for Taiwan’s 
economy.  We have been involved in huge trade and investment with China, 
accumulated foreign investment in China in the amount of $75 billion and 
accumulated trade in China around $760 billion.  Therefore, it is important at this 
moment to institutionalize the relationships, and that’s why Taiwan urgently 
needs this so-called ECFA, the Economic Cooperation Framework Agreement 
with China, to make these kinds of institutional arrangements which smooth or 
reduce the transaction costs between Taiwan and China. 
 
            And it is also important for Taiwan to participate in the 
international arena by having a normal trade relationship with China.  Therefore, 
we will be able to participate in regional cooperation, for example, the ASEAN 
Plus process which has been going on. 
 
           Two weeks ago actually I visited Beijing and attended a 
conference.  I also expressed these very important strategies that can be adopted 
from both sides which is actually a win-win solution for Taiwan and China.  In 
order for Taiwan to be able to promote this kind of normalized relationship with 
China and to reduce the resistance from the opposition party within the island, I 
believe that China should allow Taiwan to participate in international 
organizations or, at this moment, it should allow Taiwan to concurrently sign this 
FTA – not only have the ECFA with China but also with members of ASEAN.  
For example, Singapore would be an important scenario. 
 
            Therefore, I urge that this actually will reduce the doubt in Taiwan 
regarding developing the relationship with China because if we can sign a free 
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trade agreement with Singapore or any member of the ASEAN at the same time 
with the ECFA, that would reduce the tension in Taiwan and help the current 
incumbent government to implement the ECFA.        
 

And from the China side, actually, this helps China to show the 
world that it is a peaceful rise, if they can deal with Taiwan issues more 
peacefully and give Taiwan more room to participate in the international arena.  I 
think that would be a win-win solution on both sides. 
 
            MR. LIU:  Let me take a final question. 
 
            QUESTION:  Jack Garrity from the Asia Society.  The USTR has 
recently recommended a 45 percent tariff on imports of all Chinese tires.  What is 
the reaction in China to this? 
 
            DR. KEIDEL:  I haven’t heard the official reaction.  I can only 
suppose that they’ll dispute it, and I think this is a healthy, normal exchange of 
the type that we hope to see going in both directions.  It has a long way to go. 
 
            We’ve seen protectionist -- or you could say corrective -- measures 
proposed by the Congress and also by administrations.  Their fate, however, is 
quite varied.  In some cases, the Chinese respond quickly if they are persuaded 
that they in fact have been in the wrong by WTO rules.  Otherwise, they will 
resist it.  But the use of international organizations to do this would be the best 
way to do it.  I would expect that’s what the Chinese would say. 
 
            MR. MA:  Well, in my view of course, China will dispute it.  In 
fact, sometimes it’s pretty difficult to prove the explicit, the trade subsidy.  The 
currency is one form of trade subsidy. 
 
            A lot of research has been arguing that in fact the biggest subsidy 
to China’s trade actually is not a currency but, rather, the bank loans, because 80 
percent of China’s bank loans went to corporates, not households.  It depressed 
the lending interest rate, and that can be a huge subsidy.  But the problem is that 
it’s very difficult to prove that ground for the trade negotiation.  It’s hard. 
 
            DR. KEIDEL:  I would also make sort of a footnote.  This is an 
issue where you go after subsidies if you’re dealing with a market economy, and 
we have determined in China’s accession to the WTO that it is being treated as a 
nonmarket economy in general, but now we’re trying to have it both ways.  If you 
have a nonmarket economy, then you use a third country as a value and use anti-
dumping provisions.  In this case, you would say, well, it’s possible to determine 
what a fair market value was, and therefore they must be subsidizing.  But you 
could only do that if it’s a market economy. 
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            So the Chinese also are going -- they would like to be treated as a 
market economy.  They don’t like the anti-dumping provision being applied to 
them, but nevertheless the United States would like to have it both ways.  So that 
all enters into this discussion as well. 
 
            DR. LIU:  Any other questions? 
 
            QUESTION:  I have two brief questions, if I may. Number one, 
starting from China, Russia and, most recently, even France, one country after the 
other actually criticized the way the U.S. is handling the global financial crisis, 
and they therefore actually argue for the depression of the U.S. dollar as the chief 
currency for international trade and also foreign reserve.  How would a joint 
action or at least a joint position taken by the emerging economies actually affect 
the future role of the U.S. dollar? 
 
            And, number two, in a recent interview with CNN, the U.S. 
Secretary of the Treasury, Geithner, actually argued that the best way to solve the 
current global financial crisis is China spends more and the U.S. consumes less.  
Is it going to work? 
 
            MR. MA:  I can give it a try. 
 
            By holding the currency, the benefit is always front-loaded and the 
cost is always back-loaded.  So that is why with the RMB you’re gaining jobs and 
growth income early.  Then you pay the price later.  Basically, there’s no free 
lunch.  You cannot get away from this.  That’s a choice made by Beijing. 
 
            The PBOC knows very well to whom it can complain.  So, as long 
as you have such a $2 trillion reserve, that’s an issue.  It’s an issue in fact created 
by the PBOC itself. 
 
            With all due respect, I respect Governor Zhou Xiaochuan and my 
friends at the PBOC a great deal.  But I believe the article put out before the G-20 
meeting in London that said it should use the special right to replace the U.S. 
dollar in fact is a joke.  It’s simply too small. 
 
            Also, if you do want a basket, why go to SDR (Special Drawing 
Rights)?  You can simply make a synthetic SDR by yourself: buy a little bit of 
Swiss franc, buy a little bit of pound, buy a little bit of Japanese yen.  You can 
create it.  You can replicate SDR. 
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            Why do we need to go to the IMF for this basket of currency?  The 
reason is you cannot synthetically create that.  Simply, there’s the liquidity of the 
other currencies, of other financial assets.  It simply is not as big, as good as the USD. 
 
            The PBOC increased the gold holding from 600 tons to more than 
1,000 tons in the past 3 or 4 years.  We doubled the gold holding, but the total 
gold holding is still less than 2 percent of the total FX reserve China is holding 
right now. 
 
           Even though the official FX holding is about $2.1 trillion, in my 
view the real FX reserve in China is probably 2.4, not 2.1.  There is a huge 
amount of hidden reserves in Beijing.  It’s not only the CIC but also in the form 
of a bank deposit reserve paid in U.S. dollars by the commercial bank to the 
central bank which basically can hide the real FX reserve number. 
 
            People point to the evidence that based on April tax data Beijing 
cut back the purchase of treasury bonds by $4.4 billion.  That seems to be a great 
deal because there’s quite a concern in the capital market.  However, at the same 
time, we notice the surge of treasury purchases that came from London.  Usually, 
those purchases are either the money from the East or money from China. 
 
          Back in April, the crude oil price was still just at $40, $50 a barrel.  
So that cannot be the Middle Eastern money.  So that’s Beijing money.  Basically, if 
you include the indirect purchases in London, the Cayman Islands and all the other 
purchases, I don’t think Beijing is cutting back the purchase of U.S. dollar assets. 
 
           Beijing can change the composition of U.S. assets.  It’s an open 
secret.  Beijing dumped the agency bonds late last year, switched to treasuries and 
dumped 10-year treasuries earlier this year, switched to short-term treasuries.  For 
a very brief moment, the yield for three-month treasuries was negative, which 
means instead of receiving interest payments on treasuries, the PBOC was paying 
with treasuries for the chance of holding the treasuries. 
 
            While it can change the composition, it’s difficult to cut down the 
actual amount.  In fact, just look at the data that came out this morning.  The 
increase of FX reserves was $80 billion in 1Q, a total of $100 billion in 2Q.  So 
capital flows into China again.  Basically, it means the PBOC needs to buy more, 
not less treasuries at this moment. 
 
            DR. LIU:  Thank you. I think we are five minutes behind the 
schedule.  I have to stop this session. Thank you for the three presentations, the 
three speakers.  Thanks for your participation. Thank you. 
 
           (Applause) 
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